Prospects to watch in Fireflies opener

Protesters rally against S.C. ‘bathroom bill’

Relay sets goal to break record
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“Verizon’s corporate greed isn’t just hurting workers’ families, it’s hurting customers as well.”

— After 36,000 Verizon workers went on strike because the company failed to establish a new labor contract, the Communication Workers of America is fighting on their behalf to reach an agreement.

“The United States is opposed to the use of torture in any form, at any time, by any government or non-state actor.”

— Secretary of State John Kerry responds to GOP presidential hopeful Donald Trump’s remarks on loosening U.S. laws to allow some forms of torture, including waterboarding.

“For me and the family, it’s been rough to yell all this time and shout to the rafters about seeking justice for our family member, my brother, and to fall on deaf ears.”

— Jeffrey Coleman comments on the protests that have arisen in Chicago after the fatal shooting of his brother, 16-year-old Pierre Loury, by a police officer Monday night.

“Today, we commit to this next great leap into the cosmos ... because we are human, and our nature is to fly.”

— Stephen Hawking is in support of a $100 million project to send “nanocraft,” spacecraft about the size of a butterfly, to explore Alpha Centauri, our closest neighboring star system.
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The Columbia Fireflies home opener will mark the return of professional baseball to Columbia, South Carolina, for the first time since the Capital City Bombers left in 2004. During the Bomber’s heyday, future big league stars like David Wright, Jose Reyes and Preston Wilson got their start in Columbia. Here is a look at the next wave of potential major leaguers who will call Columbia home this season.

**Milton Ramos, Shortstop**
Ramos was selected by the Mets in Round No. 3 of the 2014 MLB Draft. The 20-year-old shortstop hit .295 between two stops in rookie ball and will be making his full season professional debut in 2016. He was ranked the No. 11 prospect in the Mets farm system by MLB.com and No. 19 by Baseball America. Ramos does not have a lot of power, but he shows signs of having the ability to hit for a high batting average and offers solid defensive value at shortstop.

**Ivan Wilson, Center Fielder**
New York selected Wilson in 2013 in Round No. 3 of the draft out of high school with hopes of developing him into a five-tool player. Unfortunately, Wilson’s raw natural ability has yet to translate into in-game success. Wilson currently owns a .211 batting average in his minor league career. His calling card is his right-handed power, but so far his swing-and-miss tendencies have limited him from tapping into that power.

**David Thompson, Third Baseman**
Thompson was a star at Miami during his collegiate career and was a unanimous All-America First Team selection after his junior season. Through his first seven games for Columbia, Thompson is off to a hot start, hitting .348 and is pacing the team with eight RBIs. The Fireflies will be relying on his advanced hitting ability to anchor their lineup and solid defense to man the hot corner.
Relay For Life aims to break $200K

With warm weather comes the season of Relay For Life, and clubs and organizations all across USC’s campus are preparing for the yearly event on Friday, April 15.

USC Relay For Life set a record in 2014, raising a total of $168,438 for cancer research. According to Relay For Life Community Manager Stephanie Reely, this year’s relayers are hoping to hit the $200,000 mark and shatter the previous record.

Over 70 active teams and over a thousand participants overall are expected to attend Friday’s event. So far they have raised $157,225, and the number is growing. Relay For Life means many things for different people, but to Reely, it symbolizes hope and a cure for cancer in our lifetime.

“It’s so important because cancer doesn’t discriminate. It affects all ages, races and genders,” said. “And we should be doing everything we can to raise money and awareness so we can have a world with less cancer and more people celebrating birthdays!”

Third-year public health student Kylie Haverstick is excited to be involved with the fight for a cure.

“Cancer patients go through so much that no one can fully understand unless you are battling it and Relay For Life embraces all aspects of the fight,” Haverstick said.

Relay For Life’s main event will begin Friday at 7 p.m. at Blatt Field.
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Gamecocks fall in frustrating defeat to UNC

Claudia Chakamian
@C_CHAKAMIAN

No. 5 South Carolina traveled to BB&T Ballpark in Charlotte, North Carolina, to take on No. 13 UNC Chapel Hill in a battle of the Carolinas. Nothing was clicking for the Gamecocks as they fell to the Tar Heels 15-0 in a lopsided defeat.

South Carolina sent junior Taylor Widener to the mound looking to get a quality start out of the right-hander. He retired the first nine batters in order with three strikeouts, and the team appeared to be poised for a good night. Widener opened the fourth inning with a leadoff walk to outfielder Brian Miller which just started the downward spiral for the Gamecocks.

With bases loaded, second baseman Eli Sutherland smashed a three-run double to make it 3-0, ending Widener’s night. Widener went 3 2/3 innings, giving up three runs on one hit and four strike outs.

The Gamecocks emptied their bullpen, using eight pitchers to try to salvage the game. They didn’t find any success.

South Carolina did not get much going for them on offense as well. They recorded seven hits and had plenty of opportunities to score, but they left seven men on base as the Tar Heels secured the shutout.

Center fielder Tyler Ramirez and shortstop Logan Warmoth both had strong nights for the Tar Heels. Ramirez had one hit and two RBI while Warmoth recorded two hits and one RBI.

A lot of the Tar Heels runs came from walks, drawing 10 during the game and scoring on eight of them. In the fourth, North Carolina had loaded the bases with walks and were hitless before the 3-RBI double from Sutherland. The Tar Heels recorded 11 hits but really capitalized on the walks.

North Carolina starter Hunter Williams had a career-high start, going 6 1/3 innings for the first time. He held the Gamecocks to six hits and one walk while fanning four. He improved to 2-1 on the season with the win.

The Tar Heels sealed the win in the ninth, with a bases clearing triple from pinch hitter Kyle Datres that extended their lead to 14-0. A wild pitch scored the final run to finish the Gamecocks.

South Carolina falls to 28-6 on the season and will travel to Georgia this weekend.
Regulations not the way to equal pay

Equal Pay Day, which was earlier this week, was originally created by the National Committee on Pay Equity to denote how far into the next year a woman would need to work in order to make the same income her male colleagues earned in the previous year alone. In celebration of the “holiday,” I’d like to dispel the myths commonly associated with the gender pay gap. Only after this fog has dissipated will we be able to find the way forward.

It is an economic fact that women in the United States, on average, make less than men. The most recent statistic, as determined by the Joint Economic Committee of Congress in recently released report, is 79 cents on the dollar for women in comparison to men. Many other sources have their own numbers, but quibbling over whether the elephant in the room weighs 1,900 pounds or 2,100 is a largely pedantic effort, one that distracts from the real issue.

Our focus should instead be on the root causes of the problem and possible solutions to them. The National Committee on Pay Equity, as well as top political leaders like Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders, attribute the gap to discriminatory hiring practices that require government intervention. Women deserve equal pay for equal work, they argue, and regulations like mandatory paid maternity leave are the first steps to achieve this parity.

These assertions are as false as they are stale; equal pay for equal work became the law back in 1963. The real issue is that men and women are not doing equal work. Research conducted by both the right and the left (and libertarians too) has found that men are more likely to major in subjects that pay more (engineering versus social work), that even within the same general field men gravitate towards jobs that pay more (cardiologists versus pediatricians), that men work more hours per week (and more weeks per year because they are less likely to take leave time), and that men are more likely to choose higher salaries over other forms of compensation such as schedule flexibility. When we control for these factors and compare truly equal work between men and women, the wage gap completely disappears.

The main problem, then, is that men are putting their jobs first and leaning on women to care for the families. Women then have no choice but to cut back on hours in the office to accommodate that time burden. In anticipation of this need, society pushes women from a very young age into career paths that are better suited to be held in conjunction with child-rearing. The gender homemaking duties gap drives the gender pay gap; as long as the former exists, so will the latter.

If we want to see the average woman making the same as the average man, then we can’t continue to push women out of the workplace by expanding maternity leave. Instead, we should call on men to step up and pull their weight at home.
South Carolina’s Senate introduced the S. 1203 bill, colloquially referred to as the “bathroom bill,” on April 6. A subcommittee convened to discuss the bill at a hearing that was followed by rally outside the Statehouse on Wednesday.

What is the S. 1203 bill?

The bill, if enacted, would criminalize transgender men and women for using public restrooms that do not align with their biological sex. According to Section I of the bill, “Biological sex’ means the physical condition of being male or female, which is stated on a person’s birth certificate.”

In an effort to protect citizens’ privacy, the bill prohibits people from using restrooms for a gender that is not on their birth certificates.

At the hearing

Shortly into the hearing, Sen. Joel Lourie asked the room who was against enacting the bill. All but two hands were raised.

Two people who spoke out in favor of the bill were Matt Sharp and Kellie Fiedorek, legal counsels from Alliance Defending Freedom, a conservative Christian law firm that advocates for religious freedom.

Sharp believes that allowing people to use restrooms intended for a gender not assigned to them at birth is a direct violation of privacy.

“Students do not shed their constitutional right to privacy when they head to school each morning, and that includes the right to bodily privacy,” Sharp said. “Opening boys and girls restrooms and locker rooms to members of the opposite sex would directly violate this right to privacy.”

Fiedorek believes that enacting S. 1203 is necessary for the protection of children in restrooms and dressing rooms.

“What concerns me is ... the fact that so many children will be uncomfortable, and we want to make sure that everyone’s privacy is protected,” Fiedorek said. “At the end of the day, we have to enact laws based on fact and not on feeling.”

Mayor Steve Benjamin stood in opposition to the bill at the hearing, in part due to the effect it would have on businesses in Columbia.

“We worked hard to bring Columbia out of the recession. S. 1203 would cause irreparable damage,” he said. “This bill is an attack on some of our most talented citizens. It makes daily life hard for them. It's not just about bathrooms.”

Sen. Lee Bright initially introduced the bill to the Senate on April 6.

“I’ve about had enough of this,” Bright said. “I mean, years ago we kept talking about tolerance, tolerance, and tolerance, and now they want men who claim to be women to be able to go into bathrooms with children. And you got corporations who say this is okay.”

Many argued the bill will cause more problems than it will solve in the long run, and some directed their comments to Bright. Law professor Greg Adams said to Bright, “Your bill will create danger ... this is a horrible bill.”

Former state Superintendent Inez Tenenbaum asserted that S. 1203 violates Title IX, which prohibits discrimination based on sexual or gender identity. She also mentioned the bill’s possible effect on federal funding in South Carolina.

“America will not tolerate discrimination against the LGBT community, nor will it put transgender people in danger without making (the) mistakes that have passed these laws pay economically,” Tenenbaum said. “The bill is a solution in search of a problem.”

At the rally

Shortly after the hearing, which was in the Gressette Building just south of the Statehouse, citizens rallied behind the State House in protest of the bill. The protesters chanted “Free from fear” and “Slay 1203.” Many protesters carried signs with messages such as “End the hate, educate,” “Genital checks slowdown bathroom lines” and “Don’t make my gender a crime.”

Theo Santos, co-founder and co-president of USC’s Trans Student Alliance, organized the protests. Santos is a third-year political science and women and gender studies student at USC and gave the opening speech at the rally.

Santos, along with TSA, works with Trans United of South Carolina. Both organizations participated in the hearing and the protests. Santos said they selected speakers who represented young transgender people and transgender people of color.

The Statehouse saw at least 100 protesters, and TSA and TUSC plan to have protesters again Thursday after the subcommittee convenes again to discuss the bill.

“We wanted to show up to the protests and rally and testify and everything, not only to show that this bill should not be acceptable in South Carolina, but to also build a community that can continue its activism beyond this bill to create more inclusive and safe spaces for transgender South Carolinians and transgender people across the United States,” Santos said.

Among the protesters were members of USC’s Individuals Respecting Identities and Sexualities, including the president, second-year political science student Kaitlin McClamrock.

“[S. 1203] legalizes some kinds of discrimination, specifically kind of barring certain people from using the bathroom, so [we’re] really trying to make sure that we prioritize the needs of transgender people in South Carolina,” McClamrock said. “That’s a huge part of IRIS ... but also because these are our friends, these are our neighbors, these are the people that we we interact with on a daily basis.”

McClamrock suggested gender neutral bathrooms as a possible solution to the issues the bill attempts to tackle.

“They’re really scared of the idea of gender neutral restrooms, which can be really beneficial for trans people,” McClamrock said. “It’s also just beneficial for kind of any situation. If you have someone with a disability, someone with a medical condition, and they have a caretaker,
gender neutral restrooms benefit a lot of different people.”

South Carolina is home to the Harriet Hancock LGBT Center, which stands as the state’s primary community center for LGBT support and activism. The center’s namesake, Columbia attorney and activist Harriet Hancock, said that the bill is impractical, unnecessary and “insane.”

“We have not had any kind of problems with the transgender community and restrooms,” she said, “and they’ve been using their gender identity restrooms for many years.”

Hancock also stressed that enacting such a bill would be dangerous to transgender people.

“If a transgender male-to-female goes into the wrong restroom, they’re in danger, and vice versa,” Hancock said. “Some who is extremely feminine looking ... (if) she goes into a men’s room because that was her birth gender ... she’s very much in danger of being in that restroom with men.”

College of Charleston alumnus Carter Girlardo, a transgender man, traveled to Columbia to protest the bill.

“Trans people have been in the bathrooms for as long as there’s been trans people,” Girlardo said. “And it’s actually a more uncomfortable situation for us in the beginning because you don’t start to use the bathroom of your gender until you’re one hundred percent passable.”

Girlardo held a sign that read, “I’m a Trans Southern Gentleman & I Do Not Belong In The Ladies Room.”

The rally ended with protesters marching to the front of the Statehouse chanting, “Not this time. Not this time. Being trans is not a crime.” The group then gathered to have an open group conversation.

Santos greatly appreciated the wealth of support from the community and public figures in Columbia and South Carolina.

“Something that is usually understated is the fact that the American South has an incredible knack of producing a unique and dedicated breed of activists who are intimately familiar with the intersectional challenges of existing in this space,” Santos said. “One thing that has always motivated me is this community and standing up for it. Nobody should have to move states in order to feel safe. South Carolina and the South is our home. It should feel like home, too.”
The wave of intolerance that has swept across the southern states over the last few weeks has made its way to South Carolina.

First it was North Carolina on March 26, where the state legislature passed a law repealing civil rights protections for LGBT people enacted at the local level. It also bars transgender people from using public restrooms that do not match up with their gender assignment at birth.

Then Mississippi followed suit on April 5 with a bill that shields business who refuse service to people because of their religious objection to same-sex marriage and transgender people.

Georgia's legislature passed a bill similar to Mississippi's, only to have Governor Nathan Deal veto the legislation on April 9.

Now South Carolina has taken up the baton with state Sen. Lee Bright introducing a bill that would follow the lead of North Carolina's legislation in seeking to restrict bathroom access for transgender people.

The good news is the backlash has come just as swiftly as the flurry of legislation. Major businesses such as Deutsche Bank, PayPal, Tyson Foods, MGM Resorts, Nissan, Toyota, Bank of America, Facebook, Apple, Google, American Airlines and many more have condemned the bills, and several businesses have announced plans to halt expansion in the states in question until the laws are repealed.

Musicians, led by Bruce Springsteen, have begun to cancel concerts in the offending states. North Carolina could lose next year's NBA All-Star Game. And if last year's response to Indiana's similarly discriminatory legislation is any indication, the tidal wave of public anger and the harsh spotlight on bigotry will not end until the laws are repealed.

Perhaps it was the fear of public backlash and business pressure that prompted Governor Nikki Haley to speak out against the bill — though I'd like to think it was for the right reasons. All indications are that if the so-called "bathroom bill" makes it to Haley's desk, she'll follow the lead of Georgia Gov. Nathan Deal and flush discriminatory legislation with a veto.

People of all ages, backgrounds and parties have come out against the proposed South Carolina law and stood up for civil rights, which is essential. Just because this bill appears to be headed for defeat doesn't mean we should ignore the transphobic and homophobic affronts to decency we've witnessed over the last few weeks.

This bill and the new laws in Mississippi and North Carolina seemingly confirm the worst stereotypes of the South as backwards, ignorant and intolerant. The continued fight for LGBT protections and dignity is the civil rights issue of our generation, and the South must not fall victim to the forces of intolerance and unfounded fear that swept the region in the 1960s and 1970s.

Back then, progress for African-Americans was fought tooth-and-nail at every turn, and if these new laws are any indication, there are a lot of people in the South who want the same level of opposition to LGBT rights. It's imperative that people speak out against this misguided morality crusade and expose it for what it is — ignorance and discrimination, pure and simple.
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USC alumna Julie Hance discussed her career and offered advice to soon-to-be graduates at one lecture in the Leadership and Service Center's Community Pathfinder series. Hance graduated from the engineering program in December 1985, and she was the first in her family to earn a college degree. She said she didn't feel as pressured to do well, so she didn't take her academics as seriously as she could have.

“It's only four years of your life, but it's a big four,” she said. “Regardless of how serious a student anybody is, college is a time to have fun, and it's a time to make mistakes.”

Since her first couple jobs right out of college, Hance has spent her working career at companies that specialize in technology. She said much of her engineering training was not used to actually create products, but to facilitate their implementation.

“A lot of times you'll end up in a job that you don't really know how to do,” she said. “That engineering degree was really about solving problems. It was really about thinking. It wasn't really about gravity or the formula for pi or anything else.”

Hance encouraged graduating seniors to take bold chances and to not limit themselves to whatever career they always thought they would pursue. She was thrown into situations that formal training had not prepared her for.

“Sometimes you don't know what to do,” Hance said. “You know you're smart enough to make a change if you make the wrong decision.”

---
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4 clever chick flicks
to beat the cliché

Meagan Blakesley
@TDG_ARTS

It’s a lazy Saturday in the apartment and you’re not quite ready to greet the daylight. You invite your best friends over for a marathon of romantic comedies, but you don’t want to feel “basic” like all the haters say. Or maybe you’re hoping to introduce your significant other to some of your favorite chick flicks, to show them that rom-coms do not always follow the same plotline in which a 20-something, gorgeous girl runs into Mr. Right at the grocery store, falls in love and has a quarrel that nearly ruins the relationship. In the sea of typical chick flicks that define the stereotype, here are four movies to consider watching to fulfill the romantic void in your life and inspire a laugh with fresh and witty comedic material.

“All 500 Days of Summer”
Unlike most romantic comedies that focus on a female lead, “500 Days of Summer” shows that men struggle with relationships too. Hopeless romantic, Tom (Joseph Gordon-Levitt), falls head over heels for Summer (Zooey Deschanel), a new coworker at the greeting card company for they both work for. The film shows that sometimes, the people we think are our soul mates may appear distorted to us because we have yet to explore who we are on our own. It’s quirky, fun and far more representative of the real world than your average chick flick.

“Definitely, Maybe”
Another chick flick with a male protagonist, “Definitely, Maybe” essentially captures the series of “How I Met Your Mother” in a single movie. The plot may not seem as unique in this regard, however it shines in its ability to deeply develop characters and relationships through personalized, yet realistic situations and witty banter. You’ll finish the film feeling sunny and satisfied with the culminating scene (unlike in “How I Met Your Mother”), all thanks to fresh comedy, a well-thought-out cast and a set list of feel good songs like, “Everyday People,” “Time of Times” and “Ain’t Goin’ to Goa.”

“Trainwreck”
Starring one of the most popular comedians of 2016, “Trainwreck” inspires a new definition of the modern single woman. Amy Schumer plays a character who’s a bit of a mess in every aspect of her life, chiefly relationships. Provocatively and unapologetically navigating through the New York City dating scene, Schumer shows that in today’s day and age, we can all seem like a train wreck at times, but that’s just a part of life as we try to make it on our own and with a significant other.

“Friends with Benefits”
“Friends with Benefits” explores another form of the modern relationship. Characters Dylan (Justin Timberlake) and Jamie (Mila Kunis) both find themselves emotionally damaged and unavailable, so they decide to leave behind all the drama traditional couples can have. Yet despite their seemingly shatterproof friendship and humorous use of sarcasm to veil reality, they realize that conflicts and emotional attraction are inevitable, no matter how you label your relationship.
Within the mind, ‘Tempest’ reimagines Shakespeare

“The Tempest” will be performed at Drayton Hall Theatre from April 15 - 23, coinciding with the exhibit of the First Folio at USC. The play offers Shakespeare enthusiasts and students alike an opportunity to experience one of the last works written by the great English playwright.

The play follows revenge, redemption and romance in the lives of the wrongly exiled duke, Prospero, and his daughter, Miranda, on a remote island, with mysticism and mystery at every turn. As Prospero works to enact vengeance on those who did him wrong, he employs his skills in magic to bring his plans to completion.

The set looks like an intricate combination of an island and cave. Director Robert Richmond found that as the story developed, it was not a normal vision that usually comes to mind when one pictures an island.

“We started to have the sense that this was not a typical sand-drenched, kissed island — sand-kissed island,” Richmond said. “But a psychological space. A cave. The insides of somebody’s mind.”

The inspiration of the set included a combination of “Pan’s Labyrinth” meets ‘Life of Pi’ meets William Shakespeare,” according to Richmond. A large slide was incorporated into the set.

“The idea, I think, is that there is an inaccessible portal in which some people will enter and some people will not,” Richmond said.

To aid in creating an inaccessible portal, the lighting played an important role for the set. Lighting designer and second year MFA in lighting design student, Chris Patterson made the effort to create the feel of multiple spaces and a world of fantasy.

“It has to be bigger and better and different than the last magical element that happened five minutes before that,” Patterson said. “And then five minutes later there’s going to be another high-spectacle effect that happens as well.”

The realistic fantasy continues to flourish with the costumes by April Traquina, a theatre MFA program alumna. Showcasing what 13 years of seclusion from the world can do, Traquina gives the island dwellers an interesting twist that departs from your traditional take on Shakespeare.

Two of the major roles are being played by second-year MFA students Candace Thomas, who plays Miranda, and Carin Bendas, who plays Ariel. Both are looking forward to playing their roles for the first time.

Bendas finds that her character’s magical nature is shown off in the costume design and the slight acrobatic elements involved in her movement.

“The costume is incredible ... I just kind of have to step in and try to be of service to the beautiful art that they’ve created,” Bendas said.

Candace Thomas looks forward to bringing audiences this production of “The Tempest” while the Shakespeare First Folio is on exhibit at the Ernest F. Hollings Library. The exhibit comes from the Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington D.C.

“I wanted to ... bring a production of ‘The Tempest’ that was accessible and understanding to the university, the students, the faculty and the greater Columbia area,” Richmond said.

Richmond is an associate artist for the Folger Shakespeare Theatre and he was the first to develop the approach to the story with guest actor Richard Willis. Both have many years of experience working on Shakespeare plays and they want to give this production a memorable one.

“What Robert (the director) does and the design elements make it all really exciting and there’s always something to look at, so that modern audiences can still be stimulated,” Bendas said.

Alondra De La Rosa
@TDG_ARTS

Avadh Rana | Weekender

Avadh Rana | Weekender
Located just south of Myrtle Beach on the coast of South Carolina, Murrells Inlet offers a relaxing atmosphere with great waterfront dining, boutique shopping, outdoor activities and an incredible view.

Murrells Inlet, deemed the “Seafood Capital” of the state, boasts a lineup of waterfront restaurants that serve delicious, locally caught seafood. Situated right on the inlet, the restaurants offer an unbelievable view and many also bring live entertainment from local music groups. Lee’s Inlet Kitchen has been family-owned for generations and serves fresh, homestyle seafood and hushpuppies that are to die for. Some other great spots are Nance’s Creekfront Restaurant, which is known for its local oysters, and Wicked Tuna, which offers a unique cuisine of seafood and sushi.

Also celebrated for its fun and relaxed nightlife, Murrells Inlet is home to many creekfront bars, including Wahoo’s Bar and Hot Fish Club, which serve delicious drinks and the best live entertainment.

In addition to dining and nightlife, Murrells Inlet is also recognized for its outdoor activities and must-see locations. Perhaps the most notable is the beautiful and historical Marsh Walk — a walkway between the restaurants and docks along the creek where people can enjoy happy hour, live music, fireworks, a breathtaking view and each other’s company. Visitors can also explore the inlet on boat tours or relax in the sun at the neighboring Garden City Beach, where there are several public beach access points as well as a pier that is perfect for sightseeing.

For those who love to shop, the Hammock Shops, just south of the inlet, features a charming village of small boutiques and galleries that offers art, clothing, candies and other unique gifts. Another local favorite is Lee’s Farmers Market, where guests can peruse gourmet breads, cheeses, seafoods and assorted wines all made with ingredients from local farmers.

From its booming restaurant scene to its unparalleled views and friendly charm, this town embodies community and character. Locals and visitors alike will agree that a weekend in Murrells Inlet is a weekend well spent.
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